
70.002 Wash the Earth in Violet Fire! 

by Beloved Holy Amethyst 

Om Mani Padme Hum AUM 

In the name I AM THAT I AM, my beloved Holy Christ/Buddha 
Self and Holy Christ/Buddha Selves of all lightbearers throughout 
cosmos, beloved Divine Director, Spirit of Europe, Saint Germain and 
Portia, Afra, Aviola, Ruby Love, Hank Aaron, Archangel Zadkiel and 
Holy Amethyst, mighty Arcturus and Victoria, Omri-Tas, Kuan Yin, 
Nada, Lady Kristine, Lanto, Kuthumi, Hilarion, Charity and all angels 
and masters of the violet fire: 

I pray for the washing, cleansing, spinning, raising and sealing of 

the Earth and its evolutions this day with the violet fire, magnified and 
accelerated by Maximus and Progeneta for the transmutation of all 
karma, burden, suffering and substance that opposes the dawning of 
the great golden age of Aquarius, the coming of Lord Maitreya and his 
retinue to the Earth and the victory of The Hearts Center and all 
lightbearers this day. 

Wash the Earth in violet fire*! (4x) 

Cleanse the Earth in violet fire! (4x) 

Spin the Earth in violet fire! (4x) 

Raise the Earth in violet fire! (4x) 

Seal the Earth in violet fire!** (4x) 

In the fullness of your cosmic joy, we accept this prayer manifest 
here and now with full love, wisdom and power, anchored in the 
earth, air, fire, water and ether and tangibly manifest in our lives and 
in the lives of all evolutions of light throughout cosmos! 

Om Mani Padme Hum AUM 

 

 

*In place of “the Earth,” substitute any individual, geographical location, or situation that requires 

heavenly intervention. Substitute “mercy light” or other flames in place of “violet fire.” 

**In place of wash, cleanse, spin, raise and seal, you may use wash, cleanse, scrub, pulse, rinse, 
spin, raise, dry and seal.  (Saint Germain and Portia, March 19, 2023) 
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